Identity Airlift
Protect your business with Azure Active Directory
Azure Active Directory (AAD) is an enterprise identity service that provides single sign-on and Multi-Factor
Authentication to help protect your users from 99.9% of cybersecurity attacks.
Our Identity Airlift is designed to provide you with an overview of AAD, answer any questions, and
demonstrate how it can provide real cost savings compared to competitive solutions as well as provide you with
an implementation plan to meet your identity management needs.

Why should you consider Azure Active Directory?
Connect all your apps with
single sign-on (SSO)
With AAD, users can conveniently access all their apps
with SSO from any location, on any device, from a
centralized and branded portal for a simplified user
experience and better productivity.

Protect your users and
data by governing access
With MFA and Conditional Access, secure your
users, govern access with intelligent conditional
access policies, continuously monitor threats, and
take appropriate action.

Unified identity
management
Provision and manage all identities and access to
apps from one location, whether it be on-premises
or in the cloud to improve visibility and control.

Privileged identity
management
Manage, control, and monitor access to your resources.
Includes just-in time and time bound privileged access,
access review and auditing capabilities.

What’s included in the Identity Airlift?
Take your identity management capabilities to the next level. In this workshop, we will:
• Lead a comprehensive discussion showing you how AAD can improve your security position while
reducing the overhead of managing multiple identities and less comprehensive IDAM solutions.
• Review security scenarios with interactive demos demonstrating how AAD is the identity management
solution that best meets your needs.
• By using industry leading discovery tools, assess the maturity of your identity estate and benchmark the
maturity level against others in your industry.
• Provide a clear roadmap and actionable recommendations for next steps for improved identity
management and governance.
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